EARPOINTS: TIMESCALES IN LISTENING
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Abstract. Our act of listening incorporates an ability to decode signals in real time and extract
several time-scales. We review timescales intrinsic to spatial hearing. Space is encoded, in the
auditory signal, in a very small timescale. We review here some of the very small time-scales
involved in audio-location, and make the point that the soundwalk, advocated by Murray
Schafer to investigate soundscape, is indeed a tool that enhances appreciation of these small
scale.
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Introduction: Viewpoints and Earpoints, an Operative Definition

Sound happens in time: it is energy crossing spaces. In mathematics and in visual art, it has been
pointed out that the “point of view” of the artist and of the scientist has evolved in history with
some parallelism that allowed an evolution of treatments of “space”. Science has relatively recently
started to deal with “time” and its descriptions. In our research, we sketched the parallelism of
viewpoints in art and mathematics, in order to start talking about “time”, and earpoints. Spatial
variables, in mathematics, have as many meanings and uses as the word “spaces”: a “space” is in
fact nowadays understood to be a set of elements together with some relations. Much often,
relations themselves are the elements, and the space consists of their combinations, …and relations.
I think we have nothing quite so sophisticated regarding the word “time”, as a variable and/or as a
structured container. This subtly hinders studies about sound, especially when it comes to the
complex time organization of aural information.
Earpoints also deal with the time-scale we focus upon while listening. It is well known, and
everybody’s experience, that we have the ability to switch our attention from the general to the
detail, and the opposite, much as in the visual case. Unlike the visual analogous concept, though,
focusing is not well understood in listening. For the sake of our research we introduced the concept
of “earpoint” in order to discuss auditive attention, with particular reference to timescale [1]. In
particular in sound-scape many sounds, otherwise seemingly unobtrusive, have the quality to draw
attention to them. It is the case for example of water of fountains, of birds in the air. They are feeble
sounds that give a sense of depth to the perceiver. And, they are sounds that elude precise

mathematical treatment, because their short duration makes them impulsive phenomena, rich in
transients. We review some research done in this realm, from the mathematical modeling point of
view, and as to the method of surveying of existing soundscapes. Since spatial information is
encoded in the audio signal in a very small time-scale, it is interesting to see what implications on
recorded documentation come from considering appropriate timescales. Moreover, from a
mathematical point of view, it is very interesting to consider hierarchical models, incorporating
interplay among different scales.
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Some known time-scales in listening and music.

Musicians, musicologists, and more recently computer musicians, have all always dealt with
hierarchies of time-scales. Much as for other aspects, also in this case musical practice and
musical theory can inspire scientists to apply their methods of hierarchical organization to
time processing of complex messages. As just one deep example, one of the most well-known
and widely accepted analytical methods for tonal Art Music is that proposed by Heinrich
Schenker [2], which is deliberately hierarchical in method. Even more to our point, is that
many celebrated performers of western Art Music, advocate this method of analysis to both
understand the piece of music they are to perform, and to retain it in memory, for example one
of the greatest conductors of all times, Wilhelm Furtwängler. This means, in particular, that
acknowledging and studying the hierarchical organization of music facilitates its
understanding, its performance, and the memory of it. In turn, accepting this method from the
musicians, we acknowledge that memory itself is organized over different time-scales.
In sound electronic or digital processing, defining such scales becomes really crucial, of
course [5].
Here, we are rather interested in our human cognitive ability to process sound in real time,
and to assess our expectation regarding it. As definition of listening, just for the purpose of
my research (and thus limited to the possibility of modelling), I propose the following [6]
Definition: listening= establish relevant timescales in a signal, and assign phenomena to the
right scale, as the sound flows in.
We will draw from the book by Moravcsik [7] the principal scales involved in hearing, and in
cognitive memory. According to Moravcsik, who reports several experiments, memory used
in listening to music falls in the following five different time-scales1:
-Supershort:
-Short:
-Medium:
-Long:
-Very long:

1/30—1/10000 sec,
1—1/10 sec,
1---5 sec
5---1 minute
1 minute-hours

i.e. 10-2 --- 10-4 sec
i.e. 100 --- 10-1 sec
i.e. order of 100 sec
i.e. 100---102 sec
i.e. 100---103 sec and beyond

Phenomena on each scale are perceived and assigned to different features, with different
names:
-SuperShort scale, intonation is typical, in music, of what we refer to as pitch: events
repeating at this scales are perceived as one “note”.s
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We refer the interested reader to the original book for more specifications. A short description of his table
can also be found on Wikipedia, under the entry “rhythm”.

-Short scale is what usually, in music, lets us perceive the tempo, or the beat
-Medium scale: the rhythm, i.e. repetitions of patterns constituted by beats and accented
-Long scale: phrasing, or stanzas, any repeating structure just larger than rhythm
-Very long scale: entire compositions.
Similarly, one could hierarchize a verbal spoken signal in phonemes, words, sentences…
And, in fact, while there is no discussion that there is a hierarchy, the levels themselves are
subject of longstanding for continuous research in various branches of Linguistics.
And…, there is life below the super-short scale!
In fact, on times shorter than these, lies the scale of “transients of attack”, full of information
and, musically speaking, a distinctive feature of each particular performer. Here lies the scale
for “timbre”, or sound-colour, the study of the waveform, usually discussed in terms of
spectra, and therefore of frequencies. I would like to stress that at this level, there is already
an interesting connection between different timescales, that of timbre, and that of the
particular choice of pitches specific to a musical culture. It has been an object of research, in
fact, how much the particular structure of sound-colour of a musical culture affects the
musical scale that is projected along the centuries in that musical culture (independently
discussed in [8],[9]). In short, strings and hollow canes, mathematically speaking, share
model justifying a harmonic spectrum, quite strict in the first few components. This can
explain that intervals of octave and fifth, corresponding to the first two harmonics, are very
strong in musical cultures whose practice is largely based on orchestras and ensembles of
strings and hollow canes. On the other side, as a different example, musical cultures largely
based on bronze tuned slabs, such as in insular South-East Asia, project a musical scale where
even the interval of fifth and octave are discussed. We have here an example of information
passing from one timescale (that of the frequencies in the spectrum of an instrument) to a
larger one (that of the repeated pitches).
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Time Scales in Spatial Listening: well Below 10 -4 sec

Our ability to locate a source of sound by listening is due to several factors. The first and most
evident is our binaurality. Due to binaurality, we are able to discriminate sources on a horizontal
plane. We are able to discriminate whether the source of a sound is closer to one or the other of our
ears, because the sound reaches either ear at different times. Our brain directly encodes as spatial
information about the source, the differences in such arriving times. For the description of these
scales, we refer to [12], reporting the measurements of experiments on large groups of perceivers.
The time-scales that can be assessed by binaurality are of the order of 100 - 700 s = 1-7 10-4 sec,
i.e. order of magnitude 10-4 sec.
In reality, experiments show we appreciate and locate spatialization over much smaller scales. In
fact, our head is immersed in the fluid carrying the sound, and thus the vibration is modified by this
obstacle. The character of the same sound is qualitatively different on the left and the right ear,
because it is modified by the head separating the ears. Morover, once in the auricle (the large
external ear), sound is diffracted by the many folds in the auricle, and directed toward the auditory
channel. By tilting our head, this diffraction changes ever so slightly and the quality of sound
entering the auditory channel changes. These changes, usually measured in frequency, are again
encoded by our brain as spatial informations to locate the sound source.

This subtle discrimination of directions and distances, involves assessing times differences caused
by reflections on the auricle folds and is of 2-80 s, i.e. order of magnitude 10-6 sec.
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Soundscape: the Appreciation and Documentation of Large Spaces.

The term “soundscape” has been introduced by Raymond Murray Schaffer [13]. While today the
word soundscape encompasses many activities, we are interested in the original problem of
investigating and documenting the auditive aspects of our surrounding. Schaffer introduced the
“sound-walk”, as a method for investigating soundscape. The method of soundwalking is today
accepted and used by the large variety of professions today interested in soundscape and
soundscaping. One could do different soundwalks, but they all have in common the fact that the
perceiver actually changes place in space, by walking. Obviously soundwalking has to do with
travelling the space one wants to investigate, displacing, evaluating differences, and checking by
ear, personally. But there is more to it than it is generally discussed, and I think this is one of the
reasons for its success. Walking allows comparison between different time-scales, relating the timescale of the displacement of the perceiver to the time-scale of the sound which needs to be assessed.
We know moving facilitates appreciation of depth in visual assessment, by allowing comparison
between spatial scales of the object and spatial scales of one’s displacement; much in the same way,
walking facilitated appreciation of spatial depth in sound. Walking allows listening times that
sitting, and facing a source, does not allow. Remembering that in art music we are generally
expecting a “central focus” listening [14], this is a quite different experience.
Documentation of soundscape is particularly delicate. In fact, most of our recording devices are still
tuned to relatively small spaces. Steven Feld, a world known ethnomusicologist, has deviced some
years ago a way to wear microphones over his head. He then records while walking, so that both his
walking toward or away from a source, and his moving head, captate very small time differences.
This technique allowed him unprecedented clarity in his world wide documentation of bells [15].
Bells are notoriously very difficult to record, as it is easy to end up with distortions.
On the other hand, it is often heard that the modern digital recording deprives sound of some depth.
People usually say this in a metaphor, but we now have arguments that it is really the timescale of
depth the one that gets cancelled. In documentation of soundspace, we should either have
a sampling rate allowing for the small timescales involved in spatial appreciation, or else include
them directly in the recorded stream, by means of binaural microphones worn on the head of
a human, moving perceiver.
In fact, the sampling rate of digital recording is established in application of Nyquist Shannon
theorem:
Theorem (NS): If a function x(t) contains no frequencies higher than B Hz, it is completely
determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/(2B) seconds apart.
As hordes of experiments show that the threshold of audibility for humans is 20 kHz, applying
Nyquist Shannon theorem would guarantee that audio signals sampled at 40 kHz are completely
faithful to the original, within the limits of human ability to discern. This yields a sampling time of
1/40000 sec, order of magnitude 10-5 sec, which is rougher than the timescale involved in spatial
appreciation. So we are cutting out all spatial information except for that linked to distance and the
absorption of sound energy by the medium. It seems that sampling at this rate we quite literally
“flatten out” the recorded sound.

This train of reasoning for this widely accepted application of Shannon’s theorem, relies on
experiments performed by playing some definite frequencies to humans. But we can hear and
appreciate more than frequencies. Impulsive and faint or feeble sounds are not easily described in
terms of frequencies, for instance, while we can appreciate them well. What happens to impulsive
sounds when recorded? By applying NS theorem to auditive signals, we are cutting out all nonperiodic sounds. Non periodic sounds are pieces of signal where Fourier theorem is of no avail: we
would need infinitely many frequencies to approximate them. Such sounds encompass all the clicks,
swishing and rustlings. Sounds we all know, can hear, and appreciate. In fact, these sounds are used
by the visually impaired to audiolocate obstacles. They emit such a sound, and the sound will come
back to them subtly altered when reflected on an obstacle. Because these sounds are rich in
transients, their distortion can be full of information, and the visually impaired learn to interpret this
distortion as distance, material, and shape of the reflecting ostacle.

Conclusions
Study of timescales involved in perception of sound are a relatively recent subject. Exeperiments
are underway. The first recommendation following form these studies, is for the cognitive
psychologists to avoid immobilization of the head of the perceiver. Such immobilization is
performed in analogy with experiments on vision, but timescales are larger, here. Allowing a head
to tilt is analogous to allow an eye to blink!
A mathematical model of incorporation of different timescales in a coherent decodification was
introduced in [6], in turn following the hierarchic model introduced in [16].
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